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Patients must wait for a doctor’s appointment.

Doctors are spending time with patients who do not need to be seen urgently.

Testing kits are being used by patients who do not need them.

Covid-19 testing can take up to 3 days to return a result.
A Rapid, Low Cost Way To Virtually Triage Patients

Design a virtual triage in minutes.

Interview 100s of patients at the same time.

Quickly review patient symptoms via recorded videos

Get patient profile reports immediately

Send testing kits, prescribe medicine or send an ambulance with one click
Create the symptoms you want to ask your patients about.

Give them options to choose from.

Weight the options to create a customised priority list.

Available in English, Arabic, Urdu, Hindi, Spanish, French.
Ask your patients for more information about their problems.

Review your patients virtual triage videos from anywhere and on any device.

Create video triage questions in minutes.

Define keywords you want us to listen for.
You control and configure the questions.

Define keywords for the virtual healthcare assistant to listen for.

You design your triage the way you want them.
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Using cutting edge neural networks to power a user experience which is flexible and immersive

ASR and TTS networks helping to decrease the time to screen patients.

Tried and trusted by doctors.
Priority lists that save you time

Mediscreen will automatically prioritise candidates who display behaviour which matches with your brief.

Every candidate comes with their own insights report which you can use to understand their symptoms better.

You can, share, comment on patients, send a testing kit or schedule a call directly inside Searchie.
Insights You Can Act On

Automated patient prioritisation
Automatically prioritise patients based on your triage setup.

Speech Recognition
Understand key moments in patient videos at a glance.
Approved by doctors

Over 50 doctors, in 4 hospitals online in the USA.

Integrated with the health bank

Under review by the WHO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4I1akSBf-k
Journey

Start

Patient completes video interview

Share CDC survey risk report to user

Patient profile sent for professional review

Recommend further assessment

Move case to healthcare provider

No further assessment - END

END
Pricing per month

1 – 50,000 interviews
Total: $0.90

50,001 – 100,000 interviews
Total: $0.63

100,001 – 1,000,000 interviews
Total: $0.54

1m+ interviews
Total: $0.45
Demo Online Now

Arabic demo -
https://app.searchie.ai/apply/5e85eb69d40ec500117084ca/d3eBCZHFclcf1i7kB/

English demo –
https://app.searchie.ai/apply/5e83ae3abc0b5e0011ee50a4/6QMQCPuv4FGDTc05/
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